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The Kurds - Mehrdad R. Izady 1992
Traces the history of the Kurds, looks at the
geography, climate, and resources of their lands,
and discusses Kurdish religion, language,
literature, politics, and economy

Historical Dictionary of Turkey - Metin Heper
2018-05-23
This fourth edition of Historical Dictionary of
Turkey contains a chronology, an introduction,
appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The
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dictionary section has over 900 cross-referenced
entries on important personalities, politics,
economy, foreign relations, religion, and culture.
Zeitgeist - Hüseyin Bağcı 2008
Turkey in Africa - Federico Donelli 2021-04-08
Africa is increasingly becoming an arena for
geopolitical competition over its resources and,
in the last two decades, has seen many emerging
powers such as China, India, Russia, Japan and
Brazil attempting to strengthen their ties with
the continent. Turkey's involvement has been
much less discussed, despite the fact that
Turkey's strategic involvement with several subSaharan African states has been deepening since
its active engagement in the Somali crisis of
2011. Federico Donelli brings to light the extent
of Turkey's involvement in Africa and analyses
the unique characteristics, benefits, challenges
and limits of Turkish policy in the region. The
book examines the Turkish diplomatic
programme as well as its domestic reception,

which includes humanitarian aid, religious links
such as the OIC (Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation), as well as private business links.
Crucially, Donelli examines what makes Turkish
involvement different from that of other
international actors in the region – its historic
ties with North Africa under the Ottoman
Empire.
Studies on Ottoman Social and Political
History - Kemal H. Karpat 2002
Annotation The 19th century prevails in this
anthology on the transformation of the late
Ottoman state into modern Turkey. Thirty-three
articles are arranged in three categories: the
Ottoman socio-political transformation, the
population movements of immigration and
migration, and the formation of nation-states
with politico-religious identities. Karpat (history,
U. of Wisconsin) has a central aim: to counteract
what would become bureaucratic Republican
attempts by the Turkish Historical Society
(formerly, the Ottoman Historical Society) to cut
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off Turkish history from its Ottoman past. The
THS was able to do this by instead connecting
the Republic with its earlier Central Asian roots,
and by relying too heavily on European versions
of Ottoman/Turkish history more unfavorable to
things Ottoman. Topics include the social and
economic transformation of Istanbul in the 19th
century, Jewish population movements in the
Ottoman Empire, Ottoman relations with the
Balkan nations after 1683, and Romanian
independence and the Ottoman state. Annotation
c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
Religion and Place - Peter Hopkins 2012-09-14
This unique collection highlights the importance
of landscape, politics and piety to our
understandings of religion and place. The
geographies of religion have developed rapidly
in the last couple of decades and this book
provides both a conceptual framing of the key
issues and debates involved, and rich
illustrations through empirical case studies. The

chapters span the discipline of human
geography and cover contexts as diverse as
veiling in Turkey, religious landscapes in rural
Peru, and refugees and faith in South Africa. A
number of prominent scholars and emerging
researchers examine topical themes in each
engaging chapter with significant foci being:
religious transnationalism and religious
landscapes; gendering of religious identities and
contexts; fashion, faith and the body; identity,
resistance and belief; immigrant identities,
citizenship and spaces of belief; alternative
spiritualities and places of retreat and
enchantment. Together they make a series of
important contributions that illuminate the
central role of geography to the meaning and
implications of lived religion, public piety and
religious embodiment. As such, this collection
will be of much interest to researchers and
students working on topics relating to religion
and place, including human geographers,
sociologists, religious studies and religious
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education scholars.
Nostalgia for the Modern - Esra Özyürek
2006-08-30
An ethnographic analysis of the ways that,
during the 1990s, Turkish citizens began to
express nostalgia for the secularist and
nationalist foundations of the Turkish Republic.
The Politics of Culture in Contemporary Turkey Pierre Hecker 2021-11-30
Exposing the strategy of Turkey's ruling elite to
obtain cultural hegemony, this book examines
the AKP's efforts to rewrite Turkish public
memory by promoting its ideas through TV
series, movies, propaganda videos, school
curricula and material culture in urban public
spaces.
Turkey Unveiled - Nicola Pope 1998-11
Journalists who have long reported from Turkey
describe the country for general readers and
tourists. After a brief historical glance, they
begin with the fall of the Ottoman Empire and its
heritage, then discuss the failings and triumphs

of the people and government in a balanced
manner. Armenia, the Kurds, Ataturk, and new
leaders breaking taboos are among the topics. A
gallery of black-and-white photographs
illustrates the mix of cultures. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Trials of Europeanization - Ioannis N.
Grigoriadis 2009-01-12
This book examines the impact of improving EUTurkey relations on Turkish political culture
since Turkey became a candidate for EU
membership in 1999. While a multi-party
political system was introduced in Turkey in
1946, political liberalism was the missing part of
Turkey’s democratic consolidation. Turkish
political culture valued submissiveness toward
state authority and did not favor citizen
participation. This study evaluates the impact
that Turkey’s EU-motivated political reform had
on civil society, state-society relations, the role
of religion in politics and national identity. This
leads to an assessment of whether Turkish
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political culture has become more participant
and democratic.
The Settlement Issue in Turkey and the Kurds Joost Jongerden 2007-01-01
Drawing on central issues in social sciences,
modernity, nationalism, conflict and rural
development, this book offers a comprehensive
reading of settlement and resettlement in
Turkey, not only the village evacuations in
Turkish Kurdistan in the 1980s and 1990s, but
also previous settlement and resettlement
policies.
The New Turkey and Its Discontents - Simon
A. Waldman 2017
The Turkey of today little resembles that of
recent decades. Its economy has expanded
hugely, new political elites have emerged, and
the once powerful Kemalist military is no longer
a potent and dominant political player.
Meanwhile, new prosperity has had many
unexpected social and politicalrepercussions,
pre-eminent among which is the advent of the

Justice and Development Party (AKP), which first
came to power in 2002 by downplaying its
Islamist leanings and marketing itself as a
center-right party.After several terms in office,
and amid unprecedented popularity, the conduct
of the AKP and its leading cadres has faced
growing criticism. Turkey has yet to solve its
Kurdish question, and its foreign policy is
increasingly under threat as it balances relations
with Iran, Israel, Iraq and Russia,to name only a
few of its more demanding interlocutors.
Widespread domestic protests gripped the
country in 2013. The government is now
perceived by many to be corrupt, unaccountable,
intimidating of the press and intolerant of
alternative political views and criticism. Has this
once promisingdemocracy descended into a
tyranny of the majority led by a charismatic
leader, Recep Tayyip Erdogan? Is Turkey more
polarized now than ever in its recent history?
These are among the questions posed in this
timely primer on a rising economic power.
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An Introduction to the Modern Middle East,
Student Economy Edition - David S. Sorenson
2015-11
An overview of the history, religion, economy,
and politics of the Middle East
The Origins of the Ottoman Empire - Mehmet
Fuat Köprülü 1992-01-01
In The Origins of the Ottoman Empire, Köprülü
criticized as unscientific the prevailing Western
explanations of the origins of the Ottoman
Empire. Leiser's translation from the Turkish
reveals Köprülü's modern historiographic
method, and his unique contribution in
describing the nature of the relevant Muslim
sources. Using these and other references,
Köprülü gave the first broad comprehensive
account--political, religious, social, and
economic--of the Turkish history of Anatolia in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and
outlined the major factors that led to the rise of
the Ottomans.
Turkey - İhsan D. Dağı 2008

Political Opposition in the Early Turkish
Republic - Erik Jan Zürcher 1991
The founding of the Progressive Republican
Party in November 1924 marked the end of a
power struggle within the Turkish nationalist
movement. This struggle had been going on ever
since the start of that movement in 1919 and
had become acute after the establishment of the
Turkish Republic in October 1923. The
suppression of the party in 1925 marked the
beginning of the period of one-party dictatorship
which lasted until after the Second World War.
This book describes the power struggles within
the nationalist movement which gave birth to the
party, its history, organization, power base, and
ideological significance. A large number of
important political documents from the period
are presented in translation.
Beyond Sacred and Secular - Sultan Tepe
2008
Comparing the politics of Judaism and Islam, this
book demonstrates that common religious
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political party characteristics in Israel and
Turkey can be as striking as their differences.
Strategic Defamation of Fethullah Gülen - Doğan
Koç 2012
In recent years, a defamation campaign has been
launched against Fethullah Gülen, a moderate
Turkish Muslim scholar, and the Hizment
Movement he inspired. Dogan Koç analyzes
approximately 500 defamation articles, books,
and other texts to show these defamations are
not random and that they appear according to
their respective audiences.
The Oxford Handbook of Turkish Politics Günes Murat Tezcür 2022
The study of politics in Turkey : new horizons
and perennial pitfalls / Güneş Murat Tezcür -Democratization theories and Turkey / Ekrem
Karakoç -- Ruling ideologies in modern Turkey /
Kerem Öktem -- Constitutionalism in Turkey /
Aslı Ü. Bâli -- Civil-military relations and the
demise of Turkish democracy / Nil S. Satana and
Burak Bilgehan Özpek -- Capturing secularism in

Turkey : the ease of comparison / Murat Akan -The political economy of Turkey since the end of
World War II / Şevket Pamuk -- Neoliberal
politics in Turkey / Sinan Erensü and Yahya M.
Madra -- The politics of welfare in Turkey /
Erdem Yörük -- The political economy of
environmental policymaking in Turkey : a vicious
cycle / Fikret Adaman, Bengi Akbulut, and Murat
Arsel -- The politics of energy in Turkey :
running engines on geopolitical, discursive, and
coercive power / Begüm Özkaynak, Ethemcan
Turhan, and Cem İskender Aydın -- The
contemporary politics of health in Turkey :
diverse actors, competing frames, and uneven
policies / Volkan Yılmaz -- Populism in Turkey :
historical and contemporary patterns / Yüksel
Taşkın -- Old and new polarizations and failed
democratizations in Turkey / Murat Somer -Economic voting during the AKP era in Turkey /
S. Erdem Aytaç -- Party organizations in Turkey
and their consequences for democracy / Melis G.
Laebens -- The evolution of conventional political
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participation in Turkey / Ersin Kalaycıoğlu -Symbolic politics and contention in the Turkish
Republic / Senem Aslan -- Islamist activism in
Turkey / Menderes Çınar -- The Kurdish
movement in Turkey : understanding everyday
perceptions and experiences / Dilan Okcuoglu -The Transnational Mobilization of the Alevis of
Turkey : from invisibility to the struggle for
equality / Ceren Lord -- Politics of asylum
seekers and refugees in Turkey : limits and
prospects of populism / Fatih Resul Kılınç and
Şule Toktaş -- A theoretical account of Turkish
foreign policy under the AKP / Tarık Oğuzlu -US-Turkey relations since WWII : from alliance
to transactionalism / Serhat Güvenç and Soli
Özel -- Turkey and Europe : historical
asynchronicities and perceptual asymmetries /
Hakan Yılmaz -- Turkey's foreign policy in the
Middle East : an identity perspective / Lisel
Hintz -- Turkey and Russia : historical patterns
and contemporary trends in bilateral relations /
Evren Balta and Mitat Çelikpala -- Citizenship

and protest behavior in Turkey / Ayhan Kaya -Gender politics and the struggle for equality in
Turkey / Zehra F. Kabasakal Arat -- Human
rights organizations in Turkey / Başak Çalı -Truth, justice, and commemoration initiatives in
Turkey / Onur Bakiner -- The politics of media in
Turkey : chronicle of a stillborn media system /
Sarphan Uzunoğlu -- The AKP's rhetoric of rule
in Turkey : political melodramas of conspiracy
from "ergenekon" to "mastermind" / Erdağ
Göknar -- The transformation of political cinema
in Turkey since the 1960s : a change of
discourse / Zeynep Çetin-Erus and M. Elif
Demoğlu -- Political music in Turkey : the birth
and diversification of dissident and conformist
music (1920-2000) / Mustafa Avcı.
The Routledge Handbook on Informal
Urbanization - Roberto Rocco 2019-01-02
The Routledge Handbook on Informal
Urbanization investigates the mutual
relationship between the struggle for political
inclusion and processes of informal urbanization
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in different socio-political and cultural settings.
It seeks a middle ground between two opposing
perspectives on the political meaning of urban
informality. The first, the ‘emancipatory
perspective’, frames urban informality as a
practice that fosters autonomy,
entrepreneurship and social mobility. The other
perspective, more critical, sees informality
predominantly as a result of political exclusion,
inequality, and poverty. Do we see urban
informality as a fertile breeding ground for
bottom-up democracy and more political
participation? Or is urban informality indeed
merely the result of a democratic deficit caused
by governing autocratic elites and ineffective
bureaucracies? This book displays a wide variety
of political practices and narratives around these
positions based on narratives conceived upon
specific case cities. It investigates how processes
of urbanization are politicized in countries in the
Global South and in transition economies. The
handbook explores 24 cities in the Global South,

as well as examples from Eastern Europe and
East Asia, with contributions written by a global
group of scholars familiar with the cases (often
local scholars working in the cities analyzed)
who offer unique insight on how informal
urbanization can be interpreted in different
contexts. These contributions engage the
extreme urban environments under scrutiny
which are likely to be the new laboratories of
21st-century democracy. It is vital reading for
scholars, practitioners, and activists engaged in
informal urbanization.
Religious Politics in Turkey - Ceren Lord
2018-11-08
Presents an account of the rise of Erdogan's
AKP, showing how the politicisation of religion
has roots in the period of early nation-building in
Turkey.
Turkish Politics and the Military - William M.
Hale 1994
The role of the military in politics from the
establishment of the Republic, through coups of
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the 1960s and 1980s, to disengagement from
1983 onwards. Argues that the army has in some
ways been a force for stability and
modernisation.
Natural Products of Silk Road Plants Raymond Cooper 2020-09-04
The Silk Road, a complex network of trade
routes linking China with the rest of the
Eurasian continent by land and sea, fostered
transformation of the ethnic, cultural, and
religious identities of diverse peoples. In Natural
Products of Silk Road Plants there is a treasury
of plants, many indigenous to countries along
the trading routes of the Silk Road, that yielded
medicines, cereals, spices, beverages, dyes, and
euphoric and exotic compounds previously
unknown to the rest of the world. This entry in
the Natural Products Chemistry of Global Plants
series has been prepared for university students
of chemistry and ethnobotany and for those
wishing to broaden their knowledge. It opens a
window on a vast region of Asia not well

described for its flora and provides new and
fresh insights on: Significant plants, some
endangered Traditional and modern applications
of extracts The biochemical and pharmacological
properties of extracts Contains over 150 full
colour figures The significance of the Silk Road
is being revived today through immense
investment by China and other eastern countries
in major schemes of transport infrastructure.
Demystifying Shariah - Sumbul Ali-Karamali
2020-08-11
A direct counterpoint to fear mongering
headlines about shariah law—a Muslim
American legal expert tells the real story,
eliminating stereotypes and assumptions with
compassion, irony, and humor Through scare
tactics and deliberate misinformation
campaigns, anti-Muslim propagandists insist
wrongly that shariah is a draconian and
oppressive Islamic law that all Muslims must
abide by. They circulate horror stories,
encouraging Americans to fear the “takeover of
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shariah” law in America and even mounting
“anti-shariah protests” . . . . with zero evidence
that shariah has taken over any part of our
country. (That’s because it hasn’t.) It would be
almost funny if it weren’t so terrifyingly
wrong—as puzzling as if Americans suddenly
began protesting the Martian occupation of
Earth. Demystifying Shariah explains that
shariah is not one set of punitive rules or even
law the way we think of law—rigid and
enforceable—but religious rules and
recommendations that provide Muslims with
guidance in various aspects of life. Sumbul AliKaramali draws on scholarship and her degree
in Islamic law to explain shariah in an
accessible, engaging narrative style—its various
meanings, how it developed, and how the
shariah-based legal system operated for over a
thousand years. She explains what shariah
means not only in the abstract but in the daily
lives of Muslims. She discusses modern calls for
shariah, what they mean, and whether shariah is

the law of the land anywhere in the world. She
also describes the key lies and
misunderstandings about shariah circulating in
our public discourse, and why so many of them
are nonsensical. This engaging guide is intended
to introduce you to the basic principles, goals,
and general development of shariah and to
answer questions like: How do Muslims engage
with shariah? What does shariah have to do with
our Constitution? What does shariah have to do
with the way the world looks like today? And
why do we all—Muslims or not—need to care?
Turkey - Christopher Panico 1999
Recommendations--Background--International
Legal Obligations--Freedom of Expression in
Turkey Today--Violence Against Journalists-Imprisoned Journalists--Restrictions on Free
expression--Restrictions on the Use of the
Kurdish Language.
New Capitalism in Turkey - Ayşe Buğra
2014-04-25
New Capitalism in Turkey explores the changing
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relationship between politics, religion and
business through an analysis of the
contemporary Turkish business environment.
Global Trends 2030 - National Intelligence
Council (U.S.) 2012
This report is intended to stimulate thinking
about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes
characterizing the world today and possible
global trajectories over the next 15 years. As
with the NIC's previous Global Trends reports,
we do not seek to predict the future, which
would be an impossible feat, but instead provide
a framework for thinking about possible futures
and their implications. In-depth research,
detailed modeling and a variety of analytical
tools drawn from public, private and academic
sources were employed in the production of
Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged
with experts in nearly 20 countries, from think
tanks, banks, government offices and business
groups, to solicit reviews of the report.
About Turkey - Rashid Ergener 2002

Encyclopedia of Environment and Society - Paul
Robbins 2007-08-27
The Encyclopedia of Environment and Society
brings together multiplying issues, concepts,
theories, examples, problems, and policies, with
the goal of clearly explicating an emerging way
of thinking about people and nature. With more
than 1,200 entries written by experts from
incredibly diverse fields, this innovative resource
is a first step toward diving into the deep pool of
emerging knowledge. The five volumes of this
Encyclopedia represent more than a catalogue of
terms. Rather, they capture the spirit of the
moment, a fascinating time when global
warming and genetic engineering represent only
two of the most obvious examples of socioenvironmental issues.
INTRODUCTION TO THE MODERN MIDDLE
EAST - DAVID S. SORENSON 2019-06-14
Cultural Anthropology of the Middle East - 1992
During the last two decades, the number of
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anthropological studies on the Middle East has
increased exponentially. This partially annotated
bibliography offers a comprehensive survey of
studies written in English, French and German,
and covers the period from 1965 to 1987.
Encyclopedia of World Geography - R. W.
McColl 2014-05-14
Presents a comprehensive guide to the
geography of the world, with world maps and
articles on cartography, notable explorers,
climate and more.
Rivers of Europe - Klement Tockner
2009-01-31
Based on the bestselling book, Rivers of North
America, this new guide stands as the only
primary source of complete and comparative
baseline data on the biological and hydrological
characteristics of more than 180 of the highest
profile rivers in Europe. With numerous fullcolor photographs and maps, Rivers of Europe
includes conservation information on current
patterns of river use and the extent to which

human society has exploited and impacted them.
Rivers of Europe provides the information
ecologists and conservation managers need to
better assess their management and meet the
EU legislative good governance targets.
Coverage on more than 180 European rivers
Summarizes biological, ecological and
biodiversity characteristics Provides
conservation managers with information to
resolve conflicts between recreational use of
rivers, their use as a water supply, and the need
to conserve natural habitats Data on river
hydrology (maximum , minimum and average
flow rates), seasonal variation in water flow
Numerous full-color photographs Information on
the underlying geology and its affect on river
behaviour
Turkey in the 21st Century - Erik Cornell
2001
Answers the questions of the Turks' opinion on
European and Turkish identity; Cyprus; the role
of the generals; human rights problems; the
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Kurds; religion; the pros and cons of Turkish
association with the EU.
Walking Home on the Camino de Santiago Linda L. Lasswell 2005-01-30
Walking Home is the fictionalized account of
Lasswell's on-again, off-again pilgrimage on the
Camino de Santiago. Sometimes surreal,
sometimes poignant, often thought provoking,
Walking Home invites the reader to share
Lasswell's internal and external explorations as
they unfold along the Way.
Nostalgia for the Empire - M. Hakan Yavuz
2020-07-23
Making a country great again is a theme for
nationalist authoritarians. Across countries with
past experience as great powers, nationalist
politicians typically harken back to a golden age.
In Nostalgia for Empire, Hakan Yavuz focuses on
how this trend is playing out in Turkey, a nation
that lost its empire a century ago and which is
now ruled by a nationalist authoritarian who
invokes nostalgia for the Ottoman era to buttress

his power. Yavuz delves into the social and
political origins of expressions of nostalgia for
the Ottoman Empire among various groups in
Turkey. Exploring why and how certain
segments of Turkish society has selectively
brought the Ottoman Empire back into public
consciousness, Yavuz traces how memory of the
Ottoman period has changed. He draws from
Turkish literature, mainstream history books,
and other cultural products from the 1940s to
the twenty-first century to illustrate the
transformation. He finds that two key aspects of
Turkish literature are, on the one hand, its
criticism of the Jacobin modernization of Turkey
under Ataturk, and on the other a desire to
search the Ottoman past for an alternative
political language. Yavuz goes onto to explain
how major political actors, including President
Erdogan, utilize the concept of empire to craft
distinctive conceptualizations of nationalism,
Islam, and Ottomanism that exploit national
nostalgia. As remembered today, the Ottoman
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past seems to be grounded in contemporary
conservative Islamic values. The combination of
these memories and values generates a portrait
of Turkey as a victim of major powers, besieged
by imagined enemies both internal and external.
In mapping out how nostalgia is crafted and
spread, this book not only sheds light on
Turkey's unique case but also deepens our
understanding of nationalism, religion, and
modernity.
Turkey - Yonah Alexander 2008-04-21
How do democratic societies maintain the
balance between civil rights and security while
continuing the fight on global terrorism? This
work raises this issue and presents one country,
Turkey, and its struggle to implement laws to
combat terrorism and comply with the European
Union’s civil rights standards. A collection of
materials that reflects the legal responses in
combating terrorism is an essential volume in
any academic and professional collection as it
provides a case-specific reference point in the

fields of EU politics, law, and international
relations. Turkey contains translations,
contextual notes, and explanations from the
editors of over 112 Turkish and EU documents
ranging from martial law, PKK terror, Turkey-EU
relations, human rights, and Turkish reforms.
This resource book enables the reader to gauge
Turkey’s prospects for success in establishing an
effective government that at the same time
protects the rights of the individual. This book
will prove a valuable source for students and
researchers of international politics,
international relations and security studies.
Books on Turkey - 2005
Handbook Near and Middle East States Markus Porsche-Ludwig 2021-12
This handbook presents precise yet accessible
up-to-date information about the geography,
history, culture, politics, and economy of 26
Near and Middle East states, ranging from
Morocco to Pakistan, from Turkey to South
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Sudan. The targeted readership consists
primarily of scholars, students, teachers,
journalists, and other mediators of political
education as well as anyone interested in
politics. It is a basic work that contributes to
comparative assessments of this hugely
important and diverse region.
Global Trends 2030 - Office of the Director of
National Intelligence Council 2017-03-11
This publication covers global megatrends for
the next 20 years and how they will affect the
United States. This is the fifth installment in the
National Intelligence Council's series aimed at
providing a framework for thinking about
possible futures and their implications. The
report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking
about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes
characterizing the world today and possible
global trajectories during the next 15-20 years
by identifying critical trends and potential
discontinuities. The authors distinguish between
megatrends, those factors that will likely occur

under any scenario, and game-changers, critical
variables whose trajectories are far less certain.
NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included
in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the
four previous Global Trends reports, input from
academic and other experts around the world,
coverage of disruptive technologies, and a
chapter on the potential trajectories for the US
role in the international system and the possible
the impact on future international relations.
Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6
Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty Reduction 8
An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education
and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications
Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE
CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12
Diffusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF
COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17
THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD
OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20
Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking Number of
Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration
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23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water,
and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate
30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy
40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too
for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global
Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The
Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home:
Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS
ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW
GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional
Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55
The Potential for Increased Conflict 59
INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED
DECLINE 59 Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising
61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The
Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South Asia:
Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple
Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself
78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by
2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but

Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New
Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83
AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90
Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United
States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential
Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101
Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110
FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate
World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog
References 137 Audience: Appropriate for
anyone, from businesses to banks, government
agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to
the teaching sector, and more. This publication
helps anticipate where the world will be:
socially, politically, technologically, and
culturally over the next few decades. Keywords:
Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global
trends 2030, Global Trends series, National
Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global
megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes
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